PRESS RELEASE

Capacity Building and Mentoring of Local Radios Journalists and Reporters on Gender Sensitive and Cultural Appropriate Reporting

UNESCO in close collaboration with the Blue Triple A FM expects to host an 8-days training for 25 local radios in Arusha from 26 June to 03 July 2019.

The objective of the training is to enhance knowledge of local radio journalists in designing, producing and monitoring an interactive program to enhance capacities of local radios journalists on gender sensitive and cultural appropriate radio programmes and news bulletins, contributing to inclusive development in Tanzania.

Specifically, the training will increase skills of local radios journalists and reporters on how to design produce and broadcast quality gender sensitive and cultural appropriate programmes and news bulletins using UNESCO’s Gender Sensitive indicators. Through this training, UNESCO will also enhance capacity of these journalists on monitoring the quantity and quality of programmes and news bulletins related to gender and development.

Further to the training, all participating radios (25 CRs) will receive seeding funds from UNESCO to facilitate quality and quantity media monitoring of the programmes and news bulletins on gender sensitive and appropriate reporting and monitoring for six month.

One of the UNESCO’s major indicators is on increasing percentage of women's voices heard in programming (as interviewees, call-in public, experts, testimonies and sources) youth voices heard in programming (as interviewees, call in public, experts, testimonies and sources).

However, the recent monitoring report by UNESCO’s shows that only 40% of voices in the local radios programmes are from women and only 6.6% are from youth. In news, only 25% of voices in local radios are women and just 3.6% of voices are from youths. This is contrary to the main agenda of Sustainable Development Goals, which insists on “leaving no one behind”.

UNESCO through The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation funded project “Empowering Local Radios with ICTs for the Promotion of Rural Citizens’ Participation in Democratic Discourse and Development”, work in capacity building for local radios by improving and building knowledge and skills in applied journalism and with the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).
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